
 Aboard Starbase 719 in the Typhon Sector, in one of the darkened lounges that looked out into the interior 

of the spacedock section – specifically overlooking where the starship USS Dauntless was moored – two people sat 

talking. 

 “You were right, Peter,” Romulan Commander T’Lees said as she sipped from the bottle of Romulan ale 

her Federation counterpart had quietly smuggled off his ship and into the base.  “Surveying unexplored areas of 

space can be exhilarating!  I never imagined the excitement of discovering a new… what do you designate them 

again?” 

 “Class-M world,” Fleet Captain Peter J. Koester, commanding officer of the starship Dauntless clarified. 

 “Yes!  …Discovering a new Class-M world, cataloguing its unique life forms!”  Koester could not help but 

laugh softly at the look of excitement in the Romulan woman’s eyes.  “When the Vedrex surveyed Telmun IV three 

weeks ago, we discovered a life form not too different than those blue creatures they use as beasts of burden on 

Nimbus III, except they had six legs instead of four and they respired through nostrils on the sides of their neck 

instead of having openings on the pointed snouts they evidently use for plowing through the dirt in search of the 

insects they use as their primary source of food.” 

 “It’s amazing how different life can evolve from what you’re used to,” Koester agreed before asking, 

“How’s P’Tor handing the change from patrolling the Romulan frontier to being first officer of a ship of 

exploration?” 

 “He’s actually having a more difficult period of adjustment than most of my crew,” T’Lees answered.  “In 

spite of his half-human heritage, he was raised a loyal Romulan citizen, and has told me he considers what the 

Vedrex is now doing to be a waste of time when we should be back home trying to help re-establish the Senate.  I 

have tried to tell him there is little a single Warbird crew can do…” 

 “There you are!” said an accusatory voice from near the door.  “Computer; lights: full intensity.” 

 The room brightened considerably and Commander Michelle Petersen, starbase chief of security and wife 

of Fleet Captain Koester, took note of the scrambling to hide whatever the two people inside the lounge had been 

holding. 

 “Hi, Hun,” Koester said with a smile, his right hand still back behind the lounge chair he was sitting in. 

 “What have you got there?  Come on, show me!” Petersen demanded. 

 Reluctantly, Koester raised the bottle he was holding, still half-full of blue liquid, and showed it to his wife, 

a sheepish look on his face. 

 “You know you’re not supposed to have that stuff openly aboard a Starfleet installation!” Petersen scolded, 

stomping over and grabbing the bottle away from her husband before glaring at T’Lees. 

 “Hun, you remember Commander T’Lees of the UFNS Vedrex, right?” Koester said. 

 “I remember her alright,” Petersen replied, looking back at her husband.  “What I want to know is what the 

two of you were doing in a closed lounge together in possession of contraband material?” 

 “Talking,” Koester replied, his smile gone. 

 “Talking?” Petersen asked dubiously. 

 “Just talking,” Koester reiterated. 

 “I’m sorry,” T’Lees said to both Starfleet officers, but mainly to Koester.  “I didn’t mean to cause any 

tension between the two of you.  I was just excited about the mission the Vedrex has been performing and wanted to 

share it with someone who understands.”  She then bowed her head slightly toward both Koester and Petersen and 

added, “If you will excuse me, I should be seeing to my ship’s re-supply.”  Heading toward the door, T’Lees 

dumped her own half-filled bottle into a disposal slot as the pair of humans continued their ‘discussion.’ 

 “Hun,” Koester said.  “I assure you, the only thing going on between T’Lees and I at this point is 

friendship…” 

 T’Lees made her way to the station’s hub, where she entered one of the large turbolifts that serviced the 

entire length of the huge starbase, unsure where she wanted to actually go. 

 “Level, please?” the computers voice asked after several seconds without direction. 

 T’Lees sighed, then finally said, “Recreation area.”  The computer bleeped in acknowledgement and the 

turbolift quickly started descending through the station. 



 Less than a minute later, T’Lees was walking through the main mall area of the starbase, where many retail 

shops, restaurants, and drinking establishments were located.  She noticed several members of her crew throughout 

the area; it was not often the Vedrex crew managed to take shore leave aboard the starbase due to the ongoing 

Klingon occupation of Romulan space and the tensions this continued to raise.  She noticed the sign for the 

Bastogne Lodge, the base’s most popular bar, down one side corridor and decided to try and get lost in the crowd, 

but her path was blocked before she had made it inside. 

 The Klingon who stood in front of T’Lees was larger than most, older than many, with more decorations on 

his uniform cape than an average squad of shock troops would normally have earned.  General Ke’reth Epetai 

Makura, commanding officer of the Empire’s contribution to the Federation Fifth Fleet – the IKV Hem bortaStaH or 

Proud Vengeance – stood unmoving, studying the Romulan woman with a trained eye. 

 “I see you have courage, Commander,” Ke’reth remarked.  “Most Romulan commanders I have 

encountered would avoid the station once they saw the Vengeance parked at station keeping outside. 

 “I do not wish to quarrel with you today, Ke’reth,” T’Lees said back.  “I am no longer in the mood.” 

 “If I were in… ‘the mood…’ I would have struck you before you even knew I was there, then recited love 

poems to you,” Ke’reth remarked with a snaggle-toothed grin.  “But Kana would likely stab me with her bat’leth for 

consorting with Romulans, even though you are a citizen of the Empire now.” 

 T’Lees started to protest once again, something Ke’reth had heard every time he encountered T’Lees or a 

senior member of her crew, about how they were not citizens of the Klingon Empire and no amount of wishing 

would make it otherwise before the true Romulan government had an opportunity to re-establish itself.  He held up 

his gauntleted hand to stop her. 

 “Save your voice, Commander.  I know your feelings on this matter.”  He moved partly aside, allowing 

T’Lees to continue in the direction in which she had originally been heading, falling in step beside her.  “But mark 

my words, if it were not for your working relationship with Starfleet, I would have confiscated your Warbird many 

months ago, and there is nothing you nor your crew could have done to stop me.” 

 “May I remind you, Ke’reth, that in spite of your best efforts over the last year, the Empire does not control 

all of Romulan space?” T’Lees said as she entered the crowded Bastogne Lodge, making her way toward the bar.  

To her surprise, Ke’reth followed her in.  “More than half of Romulan space is under the control of six individual 

warlords and an uncounted number of lesser commanders, and already they are making inroads into the space your 

Empire occupies, sowing dissent.  I believe the Romulan government will return sooner rather than later, and then 

the Klingons will pay for their behavior to this point.”  She then looked at the bartender, trying to decide which of 

the foul concoctions humans called liquor she could best stomach at the moment. 

 “Allow me,” Ke’reth said, pushing his way up to the bar beside T’Lees.  “Barkeep, two Romulan ales.”  

T’Lees looked at Ke’reth with an expression of amazement. 

 “I’m sorry, General,” the human standing behind the bar started to say.  “Romulan ale is illegal in 

Federation outposts…” 

 “Don’t give me that line of targ droppings!” Ke’reth bellowed.  “I happen to know Admiral Raiajh keeps a 

supply of Romulan ale in stock behind the bar.” 

 “You must be mistaken, General…,” the bartender started to say when he was interrupted by the sound of 

Ke’reth’s d’k’tagh plunging into the top of the bar halfway up to the hilt.  “Oh!  Hey!  What do you know?  I just 

happen to have two cold bottle of Romulan ale right here!”  The bartender, smiling profusely, placed the two bottles 

gingerly on the bar top, one on each side of the Klingon knife still embedded there, then quietly backed away to go 

help other customers – whether they wanted help or not. 

 Ke’reth picked up the two bottles of blue liquid, removed their caps with his teeth, then handed one to 

T’Lees before retrieving his d’k’tagh and replacing it in its sheath. 

 “I was unaware that you enjoyed real ale, Ke’reth,” T’Lees remarked as she watched the Klingon take a 

swig from his bottle. 

 “I developed a taste for the stuff during the latter months of the Dominion War,” Ke’reth replied, wiping 

his mouth with the back of his hand.  “Though it will never replace blood wine.” 



 “Now that’s a drink I never developed a taste for,” T’Lees admitted as she clinked the neck of her bottle 

against Ke’reth’s. 

 The general looked at T’Lees, his expression much different than when he first encountered her earlier in 

the corridor.  “You have much faith that your people will eventually manage to return to their feet,” he remarked. 

 “I must,” T’Lees replied.  “Otherwise, I have little to live for at the moment.” 

 “Things in the area of occupation are not much different,” Ke’reth admitted, again surprising T’Lees with 

his honesty.  “I do not think the High Council completely considered the ramifications of taking over Romulan space 

when they authorized the invasion last year.  Some, I believe, thought we would be welcomed with open arms as 

liberators and protectors in uncertain times.  Instead, many of the worlds we occupy are rebelling against Klingon 

rule.  And there are even divisions forming within the Imperial Fleet.  Some believe the Romulans should be granted 

self-rule again – be seen as equals against common enemies.” 

 “What common enemies?” T’Lees asked warily. 

 “The Federation, for one,” Ke’reth admitted, gesturing at their surroundings with his bottle.  “Of course, 

many of these present-day commanders were among the crews who sided with the Duras family twenty years ago.” 

 “And where do you stand?” 

 Ke’reth looked at the Romulan woman, the expression of anger mixed with respect he had been wearing 

when he first encountered her in the corridor now returned as he said, “For two centuries the Romulans have 

manipulated events across the quadrant through intrigue and deception.  I think they need to be subjugated.  Once 

and for all.” 
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 The IKV Hem bortaStaH patrolled slowly along the now-established border of Kairn space.  It had been 

just over four months since the end of the brief Federation-Kairn war that had nearly overtaken the entire quadrant, 

and almost as long since the last unexpected incursion of a Kairn warship into the Fifth Fleet area of responsibility, 

yet General Ke’reth continued to patrol the sector.  Part of him wanted to assure that the nearby Klingon colony on 

Kos’Karii would remain safe from attack, but mainly he just enjoyed hunting Kairn and hoped one of their warship 

commanders would try his luck against the Vengeance this day. 

 “General,” said KI’HQaS, his tactical officer, interrupting Ke’reth’s train of thought.  “We’re receiving a 

hail on frequency 167.9.” 

 “Has another of Admiral Fil’s starships fallen into a trap and is requesting our aid as usual?” Ke’reth asked, 

a hint of amusement in his voice. 

 “Negative, General.  The message is being broadcast on an Imperial carrier wave.” 

 This pronouncement definitely caught Ke’reth’s attention.  It was rare that the Imperial High Command 

directly contacted the Vengeance, particularly at the distance they normally patrolled from the homeworld of 

Qo’noS.  In fact, the general could not recall the last time he received a communiqué from High Command via 

hyper-subspace. 

 “On screen,” he ordered. 

 The main viewer, only about half the size of the viewers on Federation starships save the Defiant and 

Leviathan-classes, blinked to the image of a Klingon Brigadier, his face an expression of anger and frustration.  

“Hem bortaStaH, an Imperial patrol fleet in the Hyralan Sector has come under attack.  We have no warships in 



position that can respond to their calls for assistance in less than three days… except for your vessel and its 

transwarp drive.  Proceed to the following coordinates and render whatever assistance you deem necessary and 

possible.  This message ends now.” 

 “I am receiving the coordinates,” the Vengeance’s helmsman reported.  Then his expression looked puzzled 

as he added, “According to my calculations, these coordinates are not within home space.” 

 “Where are they?” Ke’reth asked after giving the order to prepare the ship for transwarp. 

 “Romulan space, not far from the Federation Neutral Zone and the Nelvana system,” the helmsman replied. 

 “Those Romulan bastards!  Attacking ships patrolling to keep them safe!” Ke’reth grumbled as he pressed 

the intercom on his chair.  “Kana, is the transwarp ready?” 

 “Standing by for your command, General,” his female, half-human chief engineer replied.  “All speeds 

available through transwarp.” 

 “Helm,” Ke’reth said, returning his attention to the bridge.  “Ahead maximum transwarp.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 The Klingon patrol fleet was barely holding its own.  The Vor’cha class cruiser with its three Bird-of-Prey 

escorts was maneuvering wildly, trying to avoid incoming enemy fire.  One warp nacelle had already been hit, and 

the largest of the four ships was trailing a sparkling path of drive plasma in its wake, the damage it had suffered 

preventing the battlecruiser from even considering ducking under cloak to escape.  Moments later, a swirl of violet 

energy formed a short distance away, the first indication of the approaching qaDwI-class’ impending appearance. 

 Just as the Hem bortaStaH emerged from transwarp, one of the Birds-of-Prey exploded under the onslaught 

of enemy fire. 

 “We have emerged from transwarp,” the helmsman confirmed as the viewscreen cleared. 

 “Status?” Ke’reth demanded. 

 “Short range sensors are detecting the IKV Qu’Vat and the Birds-of-Prey Ki’tang and Slivin,” replied 

KI’HQaS.  “All three have received heavy damage.  I’m also detecting two Negh’Var-class warships and six old 

K’tinga-class battlecruisers!” 

 “How did Romulan scum get their hands on our warships?!?” Ke’reth demanded to know before ordering, 

“Target the lead Negh’Var with the thermo-decimator.  Lock disruptors on the smaller vessels.” 

 “Thermo-decimator locked and charging,” KI’HQaS confirmed.  “Commencing disruptor fire on the 

smaller cruisers.” 

 The Vengeance hove too, pointing its bow directly at the first of the two large Klingon warships attacking 

the patrol fleet.  As they waited for the main battery to quickly come to full power, K’Taal, the Vengeance’s science 

officer, performed a quick cursory scan on the ships they were attacking.  What he saw caused him to exclaim in 

surprise. 

 “General, I’m detecting both Romulan and Klingon life-signs aboard those ships!” 

 “Somehow the Romulans got aboard and hijacked those warships,” Ke’reth remarked.  “I’m surprised they 

let any of the crew live this long.” 

 “You don’t understand,” K’Taal tried to explain.  “I’m not detecting the Klingon life-signs all in one place, 

like the brig or locked up in crew’s quarters.  The Klingons and Romulans aboard those ships are working in concert 

together!” 

 Ke’reth was stunned by K’Taal’s pronouncement until KI’HQaS announced, “Thermo-decimator fully 

charged and ready to fire!  The second Negh’Var is coming around to bear.” 

 “Fire decimator!” Ker’eth ordered without hesitation.  The beam from the bow-mounted weapon 

commenced, streaking across space to strike the first Negh’Var-class cruiser almost straight on its bow, slicing 

through the hull with ease and emerging out the aft end.  The weapon caused systems throughout the ship to 

overload, including the warship’s powerful core, and within seconds the ship exploded, taking two nearby 

battlecruisers with it.  The remaining Negh’Var fired off a few half-hearted shots at the Vengeance, which was 



easily absorbed by the warship’s shields, before it and the four remaining battlecruisers turned away and entered 

warp. 

 “Cowards!” Ke’reth called after them, shaking his fist at the viewscreen. 

 “General, we’re being hailed by the Qu’Vat,” KI’HQaS announced.  A moment later a Klingon commander 

with blood oozing down one side of his ridged head appeared on the screen. 

 “General Ke’reth!  Thank Kahless you arrived when you did.  We would not have survived another five 

tup.  They approached us under a flag of friendship, claiming they were to continue our patrol of the sector.  They 

then opened fire before we could even raise shields.” 

 “It is fortunate for you this sector is not outside the reach of the Proud Vengeance, Captain Klontok,” 

Ke’reth replied.  “Are you in need of further assistance?” 

 “My engineer has managed to lock down our plasma leak, so we can make it to a repair yard on our own 

power, however slowly,” Klontok replied.  “However, with the Qu’Vat off station, it leaves a gap in this sector’s 

defense.” 

 “The Vengeance will fill that gap until you return,” Ke’reth announced.  “My science officer tells me those 

ships were crewed by both Klingons and Romulans.  What is happening in this sector of space?” 

 “There is much you are probably unaware of, General,” Klontok replied.  “Do you know Danae?” 

 “General Danea?  We attended the War Academy together!” Ke’reth replied. 

 “Governor Danea now.  He is now Imperial Governor of Rator II, having a Greth’or of a time trying to 

keep his Romulan dogs in line.  He will be able to update you on all that has occurred in recent months.” 

 “Very well.  May Kahless watch over you until you reach the repair yard.  Hem bortaStaH, out.” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Two days later, the Vengeance was in orbit over Rator II.  Originally a Romulan border world with a heavy 

military presence due to its proximity to the Federation Neutral Zone, since the Klingon occupation the planet’s 

population had to be almost literally beaten into submission.  Many of the Warbirds that were originally stationed 

there were destroyed during the initial Klingon invasion.  Those that survived fled to the sectors now controlled by 

the Warlords, where they either submitted to the new commanders or faced certain destruction. 

 Red sparkles coalesced into the forms of General Ke’reth and his first officer, Commander Havok, in the 

entry hall of the Imperial Governor’s residence; Rator II’s original Romulan Imperial Fleet headquarters.  The two 

were greeted by the head of the Governor’s personal guard before being escorted to his office near the center of the 

building. 

 “I don’t dare use one of the outer rooms with windows,” Governor Danea remarked after greeting his old 

friend Ke’reth and then being introduced to Havok.  “Have you any idea how many assassination attempts I must 

avoid each week?” 

 “It sounds like you’re enjoying your new position,” Ke’reth commented with a grin.  “But I never pictured 

you being a bureaucrat.  I thought you would be killed behind the helm of your warship!” 

 “I find the intrigue of my new position exhilarating,” Danea replied.  “And besides, there was no one else 

willing to take on the job.”  Danea offered his two guests seats, then sat down behind his own ornate desk as he said, 

“But you did not travel all the way to Rator II just to reminisce over old times.  What brings you here, Ke’reth?” 

 “I am in need of information,” the general replied, getting right down to business.  “When the Vengeance 

first arrived in the sector, we encountered a fleet of powerful Klingon warships crewed by both Klingons and 

Romulans.” 

 “Ahh!  You’ve already encountered the Faction!” Danea remarked. 

 “The Faction?” Havok asked. 

 “Yes, Commander,” Danea replied.  “Several battle group commanders have split off from the main 

occupation fleet and allied themselves with the Romulan resistance.  Most of them believe the Empire would be 

better off having closer ties with the Romulans than with the Federation.  Most of them also believe the Empire 

would be better off with them in control of the High Council.” 



 “It sounds like the Duras family all over again,” Ke’reth remarked. 

 “You are not far off the mark, my old friend,” Danea said.  “Most of these battle group commanders were 

mere lieutenants serving under those commanders who had pledged loyalty to the Duras family all those years ago.  

Not many of them survived the purges following our Civil War, but those that did were clever enough to rise to 

command of their own ships and squadrons over the years.  Now they are taking advantage of the situation that has 

been presented to them; unfettered access to Romulan allies willing to fight alongside them.  I fear eventually they 

will make a strike against Qo’noS itself!” 

 Danea leaned forward against his desk, looking with intensity at Ke’reth as he said, “I understand the 

Vengeance has been… preoccupied as of late, particularly with your involvement in the Federation’s war with the 

Kairn.  But the Empire is precariously close to the brink of a new civil war, and you must decide with which side 

you stand.” 

 “My loyalty remains where it has always been!” Ke’reth remarked through gritted teeth.  “With Chancellor 

Martok and Emperor Kahless… and the Empire!” 

 Danea smiled grimly, nodding with satisfaction, before saying, “Q’apla!” 

 

* * * * 

 

 Following his return to the Vengeance, Ke’reth transmitted a subspace communiqué to the Fifth Fleet, 

specifically to Commander-Fifth Fleet Vice Admiral Penji Fil and Typhon Sector Coordinator Rear Admiral Val’ri 

Raiajh, sending his regrets and informing the two flag officers that the Hem bortaStaH would not be returning to the 

Fifth Fleet AOR for an indefinite period, instead remaining in the Hyralan Sector trying to help prevent a new civil 

war from breaking out within the Empire. 

 “Are we prepared, Havok?” Ke’reth asked as he walked out into his bridge from the ready room. 

 “Yes, General,” Havok replied.  “Based on the information Governor Danea provided, KI’HQaS and I have 

devised a patrol route through the sector that should have the greatest chance of encountering ships belonging to the 

Faction.” 

 “Good.  I cannot wait for our next encounter with those cowardly traitors,” Ke’reth said as he sat heavily 

into his command chair near the center of the bridge.  “Helm officer, get us underway.” 

 “Yes, General,” the helmsman replied.  Soon, the Vengeance left Rator II far behind. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several days into the patrol, Ke’reth was reviewing one of Kana’s engineering reports in his ready room 

when he received a call from the bridge. 

 “General,” said the voice of KI’HQaS.  “We’re detecting ten ships at a distance of 100,000 kellicams.  

Based on the warp signature readings of one of the larger vessels, we believe it is the same Negh’Var-class cruiser 

we encountered five days ago.” 

 “Have we been detected yet?” Ke’reth asked. 

 “Negative.”  The smile KI’HQaS was evidently wearing could be heard in her tone of voice even through 

the intercom. 

 “Activate the cloak and slowly approach this fleet.  I want to see if we can determine their course and 

destination.” 

 Before KI’HQaS even replied, the lights in the ready room dimmed, indicating the Vengeance had activated 

its cloaking device.  “Cloak activated.  Closing in on target fleet.” 

 “I’ll be right out,” Ke’reth said.  Moments later he was standing next to KI’HQaS, looking at the main 

viewer where the Faction fleet was moving closer.  The fleet was made up of one Negh’Var – exhibiting the scars of 

battle with the Vengeance from several days earlier, causing Ke’reth to smile – two Vor’cha-class cruisers, three 

K’Tinga-class battlecruisers, and two K’Vort-class and two B’rel-class Birds-of-Prey.  Slowly, the Vengeance 

maneuvered around behind the Faction fleet, invisibly entering formation with them. 



 “Based on their current course, we assume this fleet is heading toward Qo’noS,” KI’HQaS informed the 

general.  “Probably the vanguard of an attack on the High Council.” 

 “They will never reach their destination.  I wonder if we were to decloak right now if they would even 

realize we’re not a part of their fleet?” Ke’reth wondered aloud. 

 “I doubt their commander is so much an idiot that they would not realize we are not one of them,” 

KI’HQaS replied before moving toward her regular console behind the command seat. 

 “Helm, slow us slightly,” Ke’reth ordered as he too sat in his own seat.  “I want us to be in optimal firing 

position as soon as we drop our cloak.” 

 “Slowing,” the helmsman confirmed. 

 “Stand by isokinetic cannons and thermo-decimator.” 

 “Weapons systems standing by and awaiting deactivation of cloaking device,” KI’HQaS confirmed. 

 Ke’reth raised his right hand and was about to gesture for the deactivation of the cloak when suddenly a 

photon torpedo flashed by directly in front of the screen. 

 “Bird-of-Prey has decloaked, starboard side!” KI’HQaS quickly reported. 

 “Evasive maneuvers!” Ke’reth ordered, quickly gripping the armrests of his chair as the Vengeance dipped 

and spiraled out of the formation.  “Where did that come from!” 

 “The Faction fleet must have had cloaked escorts that detected us as we approached and anticipated our 

strategy,” KI’HQaS observed.  “If you had not slowed, that torpedo would have struck the bridge with no shields!” 

 “Drop cloak!  Engage the Faction fleet!” 

 As the Vengeance maneuvered back into a firing position, space around the warship waivered and the huge 

qaDwI-class vessel appeared.  Almost immediately the two large projectile weapons mounted on the upper hull 

began firing, passing through the shields of two of the smaller Birds-of-Prey with seeming ease and blasting huge 

holes into their hulls.  The other Faction ships scattered, so that by the time the thermo-decimator was primed to fire, 

the only viable target in range was one of the Vor’cha-class cruisers.  The beam from the decimator quickly 

overloaded the other Klingon warship’s shields and pierced the hull, severing most of the command and control 

relays.  The ship immediately went dark and started drifting away. 

 “Helm, bring us around, main weapons to bear on the Negh’Var cruiser.  They are our closest match in 

firepower.  I do not wish for them to be able to maneuver into a more advantageous firing position than us!” 

 The Vengeance maneuvered around again, pointing its nose at the largest of the Faction ships.  It was 

evident the commander of the vessel was hoping to slip away and continue his mission, as the ship and three escorts 

were moving quickly away from the scene of battle rather than stand and fight. 

 “Disruptors, target their impulse engines.  Stand by on the cannon.” 

 Vengeance fired its disruptor banks, sending shot after shot into the Negh’Var cruiser’s shields.  Then, as 

they reached the point of overload, Ke’reth ordered the isokinetic cannons fired.  Dozens of solid projectiles moved 

quickly and silently through space, the first few hitting the shields and disintegrating but causing the energy screens 

to collapse and leave the warship’s flank exposed.  The following projectiles struck the aft end of the large cruiser, 

tearing into the impulse engines and rear decks.  Escaping atmosphere caused the Negh’Var to start tumbling just 

before two impulse engines exploded, debris striking one of the larger Bird-of-Prey escorts and a battlecruiser. 

 “We’re taking enemy fire,” KI’HQaS reported as the Vengeance shook under the onslaught of several 

Faction ships. 

 “Disruptors, target these globflies.  We have bigger fish to fry!” 

 The Vengeance continued to singlehandedly take on the opposing vessels, and appeared it would emerge 

victorious until one of the B’rel-class Birds-of-Prey turned around and headed directly toward the qaDwI-class 

warship. 

 “Shields full forward!” Ke’reth ordered, nearly too late as the Bird-of-Prey made a kamikaze run on the 

Vengeance.  The Bird-of-Prey skimmed the shields, breaking apart as it did, the debris crashing into the main hull of 

the Vengeance in the vicinity of the forward engine room.  Sparks erupted from several of the bridge consoles and 

the vessel was quickly plunged into darkness before deep red emergency lighting activated several seconds later. 

 “Main and auxiliary systems are down,” KI’HQaS reported. 



 “Get me Kana on the intercom!” Ke’reth growled. 

 “Communications with the aft sections are inoperative,” K’Taal added a moment later. 

 “Then what do we have?” the general demanded to know. 

 “Short range sensors are running on batteries.  External communications are working, but we can only 

transmit at low power, maybe a few thousand kellicam.” 

 “Weapons?  Shields?” 

 “Weapons systems off-line.  Shields at minimum,” KI’HQaS stated. 

 “As Fleet Captain Koester might say, we’re sitting ducks,” Ke’reth remarked. 

 “Perhaps not!” KI’HQaS said.  “What is left of the Faction fleet is moving off, back in the direction from 

which they originally came!” 

 “Cowards!  Dim-witted and spineless!” Ke’reth cursed.  “I would never leave an enemy disabled and flee!” 

 “Perhaps they are not leaving us simply disabled,” KI’HQaS commented a moment later.  “Short range 

sensors are indicating another battle fleet approaching at high warp from 350 mark 2.  They are on a direct intercept 

course and will arrive in less than three tup.” 

 “QI'yaH!” Ke’reth cursed under his breath. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Using maneuvering thrusters, the Vengeance slowly turned to face the incoming ships in an attempt to 

bluff, trying to present a warship that was more capable than it actually was.  As the seconds ticked by, the opposing 

ships moved closer until they appeared as small outlines on the main viewer. 

 “I’m reading seven Birds-of-Prey escorting a Vor’cha-class cruiser,” KI’HQaS reported from the tactical 

console. 

 “Have we got power for the decimator?” Ke’reth asked. 

 “Negative, power has not yet been restored.  I can, however, fire off several projectiles from the isokinetic 

cannons.” 

 “It will have to do.  Target the lead ship,” the general ordered. 

 “General, we’re being hailed!” K’Taal reported.  A moment later a familiar voice emerged from the bridge 

speakers. 

 “This is the IKV Qu’Vat to the Hem bortaStaH.  Are you receiving?” 

 Ke’reth exchanged a look of relief with KI’HQaS before ordering, “On screen.”  As the image changed to 

the view of the bridge of the Qu’Vat with Captain Klontok at its center, he added, “You are a little late for the party, 

Captain.  The guests of honor have already departed.” 

 “We detected your battle from half a sector away.  It looks like the Vengeance took quite a beating,” 

Klontok remarked, partly amused. 

 “Not as bad a beating as the Faction ships took,” Ke’reth replied, defending his honor. 

 “Do you require assistance, General?” 

 “We would not turn away such an offer,” Ke’reth answered. 

 Several hours later, with the help of Klontok’s engineering crew, Kana had managed to restore full power 

to the Vengeance and all its systems.  As repairs wrapped up, Ke’reth and his senior officers were gathered in his 

ship’s wardroom, a new barrel of blood wine broken out and opened to share with Klontok, his first officer, chief 

engineer, and tactical officer. 

 “I dealt them a serious blow,” Ke’reth explained to the Qu’Vat’s crew.  “Once I had taken out their largest 

cruiser, the rest of the spineless petaQ turned back and headed off.” 

 “We detected them as we approached,” Klontok confirmed.  “I believe we should be able to track their 

warp eddy trail all the way back to the system from which they came.  Perhaps deal a more fatal blow to the Faction 

than has been done to this point.” 

 “Will you follow me into battle?” Ke’reth asked, holding out his right hand.  Klontok smiled as he grasped 

the general’s forearm with his own right hand. 



 “The honor is mine, General.” 

 “Kana!” Ke’reth called out. 

 “Yes, General?” the half-human, half-Klingon chief engineer of the Vengeance replied, pushing her way 

through to Ke’reth. 

 “How long until we can get underway and hunt down these petaQ down?” 

 “Within the hour, General.” 

 “Good.”  He then looked at the other ship commander and said, “Captain Klontok, prepare your ship and its 

escorts.  We hunt these cowardly bIHnuchs today!” 

 Klontok saluted the General with an arm across his chest, bowing slightly at the waist, before heading 

toward the Vengeance’s transporter room, his own crew close behind. 

 “Battlestations,” Ke’reth ordered, heading toward his own bridge a moment later. 

 

* * * * 

 

 Several hours later, the Vengeance and Qu’Vat approached the Psi Velorum system, a binary star system 

with three planets orbiting the primary star.  The inner two were uninhabitable due to their proximity to the hot 

white star, but the third and farthest planet was similar in many ways to the founding Federation member world 

Vulcan. 

 As the two large warships and their escorts approached the planet, they detected another ship breaking orbit 

and heading in their direction. 

 “They are jamming sensor frequencies,” KI’HQaS reported.  “I cannot get a clear reading on the 

approaching vessel.” 

 “What about weapons lock?” Ke’reth asked. 

 “Unaffected,” KI’HQaS confirmed. 

 “Their cowardice has been replaced by bravado,” the general commented, amused.  “They think that if we 

can’t determine what kind of warship we are up against, we won’t be prepared to fight.  Little do they realize they 

are up against the Proud Vengeance!” 

 “General, I’m detecting…!” KI’HQaS suddenly said, cut off when a powerful energy beam shot from the 

vicinity of the approaching vessel and passed right through the Qu’Vat as if the accompanying ship had not a single 

shield.  The beam cut laterally through the cruiser, splitting it in half before the ship exploded, sending its escorting 

Birds-of-Prey scattering.  “That was a thermo-decimator, General!” 

 “There’s only one class of vessel powerful enough to support such a weapon!” Ke’reth exclaimed as he 

peered at the viewscreen.  His suspicions were confirmed when, seconds later, the ship moved out of the glare of the 

star behind it to be able to make out visually.  It was a near mirror-image of the Vengeance itself. 

 “Another qaDwI-class warship!  I would not have believed the Faction could have recruited the commander 

of such a vessel to their cause!”  He then turned part-ways toward KI’HQaS and ordered, “Bring all weapons to 

bear!  Fire!” 

 Almost immediately, the Vengeance started shooting projectiles from its isokinetic cannons, the slugs 

striking the shields of the Hem vaQwI’ and bouncing off almost harmlessly, only depleting the shields slightly.  

Then, as disruptors opened up on the enemy vessel, the Vengeance’s thermo-disruptor reached maximum charge.  A 

moment later it too fired, striking the vaQwI’s shields, nearly collapsing the forward shield and causing the vessel to 

veer off course. 

 “Stand by to launch fighter craft!” Ke’reth ordered. 

 “Port and starboard launch bays one, two, three, and four are standing by,” KI’HQaS confirmed. 

 Ke’reth waited for a second shot from the decimator to strike the opposing vessel, finally collapsing its 

forward shield, the beam passing through and hitting the starboard secondary warp nacelle and blowing it off the 

ship, causing a trail of drive plasma to erupt from the flank of the ship.  “Launch fighters.  Have them concentrate on 

the forward section of the ship!” 



 Ke’reth ordered a maneuver that would maintain the forward lock on the opposing ship as he watched the 

enemy’s isokinetic cannons swivel to track his own vessel. 

 “Fire decimator!” he ordered. 

 “Still charging the weapon,” KI’HQaS explained. 

 “Helm, hard to port!” 

 The Vengeance turned hard to the left, the kinetic slugs fired by the enemy striking the broadside of the 

Vengeance’s shields.  The last few managed to weaken the shields enough to pass through, striking the warship on 

the starboard landing bays and causing their support systems to collapse.  First the atmosphere retaining field 

collapsed, exposing all the personnel working inside the bays not wearing spacesuits to vacuum.  This was followed 

shortly by a total loss of power in the section, preventing emergency airlock doors from closing and allowing still 

more atmosphere from within the Vengeance to escape. 

 “Hull breech, decks 26 through 35, sections 8, 9, and 11,” reported K’Taal.  “We’ve lost the entire 

starboard hanger bay and several sections of the starboard wing.” 

 “Seal off those sections.  Damage control crews report to all stations,” Ke’reth ordered.  “Where is the 

vaQwI’ now?” 

 “We’ve damaged or destroyed nearly all their offensive weaponry on their starboard side,” KI’HQaS 

reported.  “I believe we have them on the run.” 

 “Helm!” Ke’reth said with a wide grin.  “Come about, pursuit course!” 

 “General, are you sure that is wise?” asked Havok, who moved up next to Ke’reth’s command chair.  “We 

have suffered major damage to starboard side systems.  The impulse engines on that half of the ship are 

intermittent.”  Havok leaned closer to Ke’reth, in order not to appear to be overstepping his authority.  “Perhaps we 

should call for reinforcements?  They are badly damaged as well.  They will not get far before more IKDF warships 

can be on scene.” 

 “I will not withdraw!” Ke’reth replied, his smile replaced by a look of anger.  “I will not be bested by 

traitors and Romulans.  KI’HQaS, order the Birds-of-Prey to remain here and prevent any attempts by the vaQwI’ to 

escape the system!  Helm, pursuit course!” 

 “Yes, General,” the helmsman replied as Havok straightened, not agreeing with Ke’reth’s course of action 

but loyally supporting it. 

 As the Vengeance maneuvered around, the aft end of the vaQwI’ appeared on the screen.  The vessel was 

heading toward the primary star of the system, its bright white light nearly drowning out the image. 

 “Torpedoes, fire!” Ke’reth ordered.  Immediately a full spread of photon torpedoes launched from the tubes 

on the Vengeance’s port side.  Several of the torpedoes struck the enemy ship’s shields, making them flicker, but 

damaging little else. 

 “Their aft shield is down to fifty percent,” K’Taal reported.  “I think they are…”  K’Taal paused for a 

second, trying to interpret what his sensor readings were indicating.  Finally he said, “I thought they were 

maneuvering around to present their stronger shields toward us, but they have changed course instead.  Now on 

course 262 mark 8, heading almost directly toward the second planet of the system and increasing speed.” 

 “Why would they be doing that?” Havok asked. 

 “Perhaps, if they can gain enough speed to stay ahead of us, they plan on slinging around the planet so they 

can be in a superior firing position when they emerge on the other side?” suggested KI’HQaS. 

 “Stay with them, helm,” Ke’reth ordered. 

 With the loss of nearly half the ship’s impulse engines during the battle, the Vengeance fell further and 

further behind the vaQwI’ as it neared Velorum II.  Moments later the enemy ship disappeared behind the curvature 

of the small, barren planet. 

 “Stand by on thermo-decimator,” Ke’reth ordered.  “Fire as soon as they emerge from behind the planet.” 

 “Decimator standing by,” KI’HQaS confirmed. 

 Seconds ticked by, and yet the vaQwI’ never appeared. 

 “Did they crash into the planet itself?” Ke’reth wondered aloud. 



 “I am not detecting any indications the Hem vaQwI’ has been destroyed,” K’Taal reported, a focused eye 

on his sensor readouts. 

 “I have a bad feeling about this,” Havok remarked, looking down at Ke’reth.  “General, request permission 

to call for reinforcements.” 

 “Yes…,” Ke’reth replied, still distracted by the vaQwI’s disappearance.  “Yes, perhaps you are right.  

KI’HQaS, issue a general call for assistance.” 

 “Transmitting,” KI’HQaS confirmed. 

 The Vengeance neared planetary orbit, slowly coming around the curvature of Velorum II.  As the warship 

moved between the planet and its single, scorched moon, alarms started sounding on the Vengeance’s bridge. 

 “General!  I’m detecting at least four warships in orbit of the planet’s satellite!”  KI’HQaS exclaimed, but 

before she had even finished her report, the Vengeance shuddered under the onslaught of torpedoes and disruptor 

beams. 

 “Target the most convenient enemy ship and fire!” Ke’reth ordered.  Immediately the thermo-decimator on 

the bow fired, slicing right through the K’tinga-class battlecruiser alongside the vaQwI’.  It exploded, but not before 

the other three ships managed to fire another volley of weapons.  Again, consoles across the bridge exploded in a 

shower of sparks, and one of the crew slumped to the deck – blood running from a wound in his neck. 

 “Damage report?” Ke’reth demanded. 

 “I’ve lost the thermo-decimator!” KI’HQaS replied.  “Power systems are down in the forward section of the 

ship.  We’ve still got the isokinetic cannon, but we’re running dangerously low on ammunition!” 

 “Engineering to bridge,” said the voice of Kana over the intercom.  “The transwarp coil has overloaded.  

Half the circuits in the transwarp control computer system are fried.” 

 “Can you repair it?” Ke’reth asked. 

 “Yes, but it’s going to take literally weeks, and not in the middle of a battle,” Kana responded.  “I can 

support normal warp drive, but no faster than warp 1 until further notice.” 

 “Can you restore power to the forward sections?  I need the decimator back!” 

 Ke’reth could hear his half-Human engineer sigh before she replied, “I’ll do my best.  Engineering, out.” 

 “What do we have left?” Ke’reth asked, addressing KI’HQaS. 

 “Port side disruptors are still functional.  Forward and starboard shields are weak and likely to drop any 

moment.  Only another twenty kinetic projectiles,” KI’HQaS responded as Havok moved to the tactical console to 

help her. 

 “Prepare to withdraw,” Ke’reth finally said, realizing he could not win this battle under the current 

conditions.  The order came as a surprise to many of those manning the bridge, but no one said anything, simply 

following orders. 

 “General, I’m detecting tetryon particles,” reported K’Taal before the actual order to withdraw could be 

given.  “I believe I am detecting several cloaked ships in the vicinity.” 

 Ke’reth’s expression changed back to one of optimism.  He looked back at Havok as he said, “At appears 

reinforcements have arrived!” 

 “But on whose side?” Havok asked. 

 “General, four vessels decloaking!” exclaimed K’Taal.  “They appear to be surrounding us!  One of them is 

directly aft!” 

 Ke’reth looked at the viewscreen, where space waivered in the vicinity of the Faction fleet.  His heart 

skipped a beat as he realized they were three D’Derridex-class Romulan Warbirds.  The general gritted his teeth as 

he growled, “We may be finished, but I’m taking as many of them with me as I can.  Helm!  Target the Hem 

vaQwI’!  Prepare for ramming speed!” 

 The helmsman acknowledged the order, but before he could carry it out, the three Warbirds on the screen 

opened fire – not on the Vengeance, but on the three remaining Faction ships, including the Hem vaQwI’. 

 As Ke’reth sat in his seat, staring at the viewscreen, dumbfounded, KI’HQaS announced, “General, we’re 

being hailed by the Mogai-class Warbird behind us.” 



 A female voice sounded over the bridge speakers, “IKV Hem bortaStaH, this is Commander T’Lees of the 

UFNS Vedrex.  Do you require assistance?” 

 Ke’reth looked at his first officer, grumbling, “I’ll never be able to show my face aboard Starbase 719 ever 

again.”  He then pressed the button on the arm of his chair and said, “Commander T’Lees, what are you doing 

here?” 

 “Responding to a general call for assistance,” T’Lees replied.  “You are, after all, an allied vessel.” 

 “And just who are the other three Warbirds?” Ke’reth asked. 

 “Fellow ship commanders whose goal is the same as mine, the eventual restoration of the Romulan 

Senate,” T’Lees explained. 

 As Ke’reth watched the viewscreen, one of the Warbirds finished off the Hem vaQwI’, then turned to join 

the pursuit of the remaining Vor’cha and K’tinga-class cruisers by the other two Romulan vessels as they tried to 

escape.  Then, grumbling to himself, Ke’reth responded to T’Lees, “Commander, the Vengeance has been badly 

damaged and most of our engineering systems are inoperative.  Request your assistance in reaching the nearest 

repair base.” 

 “The crew of the Vedrex would be happy to offer the crew of the Proud Vengeance assistance,” T’Lees 

replied, emphasizing the word ‘proud’ in the Klingon warship’s name.  “The nearest repair base capable of handling 

the damage you have sustained is Federation Outpost Quebec III.  We will take you under tow.  Vedrex, out.” 

 The bridge crew could see the Vedrex maneuver out in front of the Proud Vengeance before activating its 

tractor beam, pulling the Klingon ship behind as they changed course toward the Neutral Zone.  Ke’reth, his mood 

now foul, simply grumbled, “Damn that woman.” 

 

* * * * 

 

Stardate 66903.7 

Starbase 719 – Typhon Sector 

 

 It had been two days since the UFNS Vedrex had returned to the Federation starbase.  T’Lees had spent 

most of the time since returning seeing to the repairs of the minor damage her ship had suffered since departing the 

station weeks earlier.  Now she found herself with some free time and headed aboard the station hoping for a 

pleasant evening of stimulating conversation, hoping to tell someone in particular of her recent adventure. 

 “Computer,” the Romulan woman said as she touched the LCARS panel just outside the transporter room 

where she had beamed aboard the station.  “Is the starship Dauntless in port?” 

 “The USS Dauntless – registry number NCC-75310 – is currently moored at slip Alpha-1,” the station’s 

unemotional computer voice replied. 

 “Computer, what is the location of Fleet Captain Peter Koester?” 

 “Fleet Captain Koester is currently located in the starbase off-duty crew lounge, section A, level 55, 

quadrant three-C.” 

 T’Lees made her way to the nearest turbolift and ordered her destination.  Moments later, she approached 

the lounge, from which she could hear what sounded like a crowded gathering. 

 Standing by the door, she noted numerous members of the Dauntless crew she recognized mingling inside 

with several of the starbase staff, including Captain Cathryn Pearson and her husband Konstantin Harkonnen, Sector 

Commander Val’ri Raiajh and her husband Dr. Sylvan Xaran, and the Fifth Fleet’s commanding officer, Vice 

Admiral Penji Fil. 

 She noticed Captain Koester sitting not far from the door on one of the couches.  His wife, Michelle 

Petersen, sat with him. the two holding hands as they laughed over a story Koester had just told.  Then, as he sipped 

from a glass in his other hand, he noticed the Romulan woman with the long, straight black hair standing near the 

door and signaled for her to come in and join them. 

 “What is happening?” T’Lees asked. 



 “A little impromptu celebration,” Koester explained.  “We received word today through diplomatic channels that 

the Kairn are now willing to establish formal diplomatic relations with the Federation, including an exchange of 

ambassadors.” 

 “They may even be willing to participate in Starfleet’s officer exchange program to promote better understanding 

between our two cultures,” Petersen added before moving slightly closer to her husband and gesturing toward the open 

seat on the couch.  “Would you care to join us?” 

 “Thank you for the offer,” T’Lees replied with a gentle smile, “but I am not really in the mood to be a part of 

such a large crowd.”  She directed her next remark at Koester as she said, “I just wanted to let you know the Vedrex is 

back at the station and say hello.” 

 “Maybe we can catch up a little later and have a drink together before the Dauntless has to depart?” Koester 

replied. “I’m interested in hearing how your latest mission went.” 

 “I look forward to that,” T’Lees said before saying goodbye to the fleet captain and his wife and making her way 

back to the turbolift.  Before long, she found herself back outside the Lodge, which due to the party in the off-duty lounge, 

appeared relatively quiet this particular evening.  Wordlessly she made her way inside and moved toward the bar. 

 “Ale?” the bartender asked, almost nervously. 

 “I thought Romulan ale was illegal here?” T’Lees asked, amused in spite of herself. 

 “I won’t say anything if you don’t,” the bartender replied as he placed a small bottle of blue liquid on the bar in 

front of T’Lees and quickly moved away. 

 “Allow me,” a gruff voice said from behind the Romulan woman before a gauntleted hand pushed the bottle of 

ale aside – sending it rolling down the bar – and placed another bottle three times larger on the bar in front of T’Lees.  

“This ale is of a much higher quality than the trash Raiajh keeps back there for the tourists.”  T’Lees looked at General 

Ke’reth in amazement as he stepped up to the bar beside her and bellowed, “Barkeep, two mugs!”  He then twisted off the 

cap of the large bottle of ale and, after the mugs were quickly placed on the bar, poured each of them a serving. 

 “A gift from the Governor of Rator II,” he said, handing one mug to T’Lees.  “I understand they make the best 

ale in the quadrant there.  I’m not certain I understand the process entirely.  Something about the soil they grow the grains 

in.” 

 T’Lees accepted the offered mug, sipping from it deeply before saying, “Oh, yes.  Much better than the common 

stock.”  She paused to let the effect of the ale spread from her stomach to her extremities before asking, “But to what do I 

owe this rare pleasure?” 

 “I may have misjudged you, Commander,” Ke’reth admitted.  “You and the Romulan people in general.  Yes, 

there are some among you who would sooner stab me in the back as smile their devious smile at me, but the same can be 

said of some of my own people.” 

 “The ones that are working toward taking control of the High Council?” T’Lees confirmed.  Ke’reth nodded. 

 “The invasion of Romulan space was a mistake.  I recognize that now,” the general remarked as he took another 

swig of his ale before re-filling his mug.  “I thought it would bring stability to the Romulans and that they would 

appreciate us for it.  Instead, it has threatened to de-stabilize the Empire.  Nature, as they say, abhors a vacuum, and we 

have created a vacuum almost the size of half the quadrant.” 

 “And what do you propose be done about it?” T’Lees asked, enjoying her conversation with Ke’reth in spite of 

herself. 

 “I cannot believe I am saying this, but work with the Federation diplomats until something more active is called 

for.  The Romulan government… the rightful Romulan government… must be restored.  The Warlords in control of much 

of your home space are causing much of the currently ongoing conflict.” 

 “I sensed the hand of T’K’Lon in what was going on in the Hyralan Sector,” T’Lees agreed. 

 Ke’reth turned to face the Romulan woman beside him. 

 “I pledge to you now, on my honor, that I will do everything I can to help you and your people restore their place 

in the galaxy.” 

 “I accept your help, General,” T’Lees replied, raising her mug before drinking from it again.  “To future 

cooperation.” 

 “To the fall of the Faction,” Ke’reth added before swallowing the rest of his own mug of ale. 

 

The End 


